Introduction.
We continue the study of families of analytic functions characterized by Lipschitz type conditions initiated in Analyticity. I [3] . A new property, R, is introduced and "smoothing" operators are developed, enabling the abstract theory to give as byproducts many results of the concrete theory, including a simplified proof of the analyticity of the elements of mean value families [2] , and the solution of Neumann problem for the sphere in potential theory. Employing the smoothing operators another proof is obtained for the existence of derivatives in the finite dimensional case.
A family of functions F on subsets of a linear space B is called an R family if F is invariant under transformations of B of the form x->rx, r>0. F is called an L family if F is a T family and if for all 5>0, there exists N(8)>0, such that fEF, M>0, xEB, Ux(o) = {yEB; \\y-x\\<S}Qdomf, \\fiy)\\ ^M for yE Uxib), implies
If in (1) "Nib)" is replaced by "N/5" F is called an LN family.
F is said to be closed if for all sequences /1, fi, • ■ ■ in F with a common domain S, which converge uniformly on 5 to a limit function UfoEF. For 6>0, set U(5)=U0(o) and U= U(l).
3. Property R. Property R is possessed by LN families formed from complex analytic and harmonic functions. There are however important elementary examples which do not possess property R; in particular, the family of solutions of the equation "Af=cf," c fixed, Let B and C be Banach spaces, A, M>0, F an LN family from B to C, and fEF, such that dom f=B, and ||/(x)|| ^M for all xEB. Then for xEB, \\f(x)-f(0)\\ ^Ailf||a:||5-1-^0 as 5-+oo, 5>0, and hence ||/(x)-/(0)|| =0, and / is constant. Thus F satisfies Liouville's theorem. Since clearly all RL families are Lu families, A>0, all RL families must satisfy Liouville's theorem. Not all L families satisfy Liouville's theorem, however. A trivial example is the L family from R to R generated by the sine or cosine function.
We now proceed to the study of functions contained in an RL family formed by differentiation and integration of elements of the family. Moreover for some 5>0, F contains the function 6, such that 9(x) =fx (x) for xEU(8).
We observe from [3] that all RL families satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. We will need the case of TR families in the study of mean value families in §5.
Proof.
There exists 5>0 such that (7(5)Cdom /. For w£a>, xEU(nb), set gn(x)-f(x/n). Then for p>p/8, pEu, the sequence gp, gv+x, • ■ ■ converges uniformly on U(p) to h0.
There exists 5>0, M>0, such that U(3S)Cdom / and ||/^'||gM for xE £7(35). Let xE £7(35) and for tE U(35), set g(t) =f(t) -fi (t-x).
Then g(x) =f(x) and for tE U(38), 
Since F is a TR family, gnEF for «£w. Then for xE £7(5), n£u, we have ax+x/n, axEU(38), and
Thus the sequence gi, gi, • ■ • of F converges uniformly on t7(5) to a limit function wa, where waix) =f'axix) for xE Ui$). Since F is closed, WaEF. Let r>p/d. Then for xEUip), faix) =f0' 70 =rf0' (x/r) = rwa(x/r), and hEF. Set9 = wi.
, and setting wii(I(x) =f'axix, x), we obtain, when a = 0, hiEF. Continuing this process the theorem follows.
Theorem 2. Let B and C be Banach spaces, F a closed RL family from B to C, and f a uniformly continuous function on U to C, such that /(0) =0, andf\ UEF. Then there exists a uniformly continuous function g on U to C, such that g\ UEF, g/ (x) =/(x) for all xEU, and
for all xEU-U.
Proof. For xG U, 0<r^l, set 7-70 =firx)/r, and set h0ix) =/<,' (x). Let «>0. Then there exists 0<p<l, such that for xEUip),
Then for 0<r, s^p, xEU, we have rx, sxEUip), and
Since/ is uniformly continuous, there exists 0<5<p, such that for p^rgs^l, \s -r\-£b, and xEU, we have ||&"(x) -fer(x)|[ ge.
For xEU, set gix)=Jlhrix)dr, (1). For xEU, n>l/S, nEco, 4. Smoothing operators. The operators introduced in this section will enable us to approximate elements of a closed T family F by elements of F which are as smooth, i.e., differentiable, as desired. They are similar to averaging operators used in potential theory [6] with the difference that here averages are taken over cubes rather than spheres. Then for xES, tEU(p), such that x+tES,
and g'x = L(f', a)x. Remaric. Let B be a Banach space and F an L family from E to B. Then Theorem 3 may be used to give another proof [3] of the existence of derivatives of elements of F. Let fEF. Let/ be an element of F such that HC^domf. Then from Theorem 3, f\H is the uniform limit on H of elements of G, and hence/satisfies (1), and F is an L family.
|Remark.
The argument for Theorem 4 is somewhat simplified if for E and B we take R, and for G we take the family of antiderivatives Let/EG, xEdomf, and p>sup{J|f[j; tEK}, and set h't) =fx"it, t) for tE Uip). From Theorem 1, hEF, and c T.d2fix)/dxi2 = c J2U'(ei,el) = P(Jl') = f /,"'it,t)d^l) Remarks. Theorems 4 and 5 can also be handled from the standpoint of distribution theory [7] . We consider the family of functions F in question as a family of distributions and take the closure F0 of F in the weak or distribution sense. In Theorem 5, employing property R, we observe that F0 contains the functions hx(t) -f'x(t, t) which exist at least weakly. We then show that the elements of F satisfy an elliptic partial differential equation at least weakly, and hence strongly.
In 
